A Mobile Phone Controlled Electronic Immobilizer: An Application to Automobile Engineering
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Abstract

There is a need for security to be provided for the automobiles due to the alarming rate of theft action across the globe. A system that reduces or even eliminates the menace on automobiles need to be developed. The design of automobile immobilizer using mobile phone is efficient in transmitting signal through the mobile phone that has both F (fast) and M (meter) buses network configurations to various destinations of users where communication network is available across the globe. The work was achieved with the aid of a specially designed microcontroller (PIC18F2550) that communicates directly with the mobile phone and some components like Schmitt Inverting Gate (74HC14N), Regulator LM7805 and LM317, NPN Transistor BC337, 12 Volt DC Relays and Liquid crystal display panel (LCD). It imbibed the operation of Short Message Service (SMS) and Communication is being established through a 15 characters code (xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx) which is secretive and privately used by the owner to enables and disables such automobile.
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Introduction

The most important need of man after food is safety. This can be defined as the security of lives and properties. But critically examining the present world, it will be discovered that the vital need of man is seriously menaced. Base on the level of crime and the geometrical increment in crime rate, it has become paramount on human mind the question of how to put an end to the roaring nuisance [1,2].

In view to proffer an effective and dependable ways of checkmating this problem, Research was made in the area of inventing and designing various forms of protecting systems. This system ranges from human to domestic security to mechanical systems [3-6]. Recent invention is in the area of electronics protection system and Biometric approach which is in form of tracking, alarm system, fingerprint recognition and face recognition [7-10]. The system is expensive and not every automobile user will be able to afford using such system because of its cost of design, development and maintenance.

Due to the fact that the world has become a global village, virtually everyone has access to mobile phone as a means of communication. With this development contact can be made to any particular individual through this means. Everyone has access to mobile phone as a means of communication. Though Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) does not need to be in line of sight with the receiver; has ability to pinpoint location and can store a lot of information. Notwithstanding, it has some disadvantages when compared with mobile system/GSM: it's more expensive; there are regulations about RFID guidelines; there is a private concern towards RFID and it may easily be intercepted even if it is encrypted. However, the application of mobile phone cannot be limited to conversation only. There are other ideas and innovation that can be derived from it, this will enhance its capabilities and functionalities. Technology such as Infra-red, Bluetooth, among others, which has developed in recent years show that improvements are possible and practicable, these will ease the way of life and means of communication [4].

Mobile phone has some features to send and receive SMS as well as multimedia messages apart from supporting voice calls; such messages include graphics, pictures animations among others. Text messages is very popular among mobile phone users because instant messages can be transmitted and received, this allow an individual to share ideas, opinions and other relevant information [11]. Base on this fact, we have made used of this concept to design a system that acts as a platform to receive messages which are the commands sent to control different systems, devices and appliances connected to the platform. The application of our suggested system is enormous in these modern technological days. With this system, there won't be any need to be physically present in order to control the system of a certain location.

Technology has improved so much in the last few decades in so much that it has made life more efficient and comfortable. The comfort of being able to remotely control systems or devices from one particular location has become essential as it saves time and effort. Furthermore it is a good protective measure against theft. Consequently, there arises a need to design such system in a systematic manner which we have tried to implement in this work. The proposed system is an extended approach to automating a control system. With the development of this system one can gain control over certain scheme that required regular attention and physical presence. The proposed system can remotely control automobile system by sending a text message from the mobile phone to the precise system. The goal of this work is to develop a system that allows a user to automatically control an automobile system with the aid of a mobile phone. The proposed move towards designing this system is to implement a microcontroller-based control system that receives instructions and commands from a mobile phone, process these commands and communicate the status of the system back to the mobile phone.
This Paper is sectioned into seven. Section two describes the Design Methodology. Sections three and four present the hardware and software overview respectively, section five describes the assembly of the system, while result and activation was discussed in section six, conclusion draw from the paper was presented in section seven.

Design Methodology

Figure 1 showed the block diagram of the system. It is an illustration of system implementation. The transmitting section is the first mobile station, text messages that contain instructions and commands are sent by the subscriber to the second mobile station located in a particular environment where the control system is situated.

A command is issued by the Microcontroller to the automobile thereby switching on/off the selected devices.

The control unit/module will have the capacity to:

- Automatically connect to the cellular network.
- Receive text messages and be able to send and interpret the received messages and instructions to be delivered to the microcontroller.
- Issue a command to the Automobile through the microcontroller.
- Control the automobile.

Hardware Overview

The work comprised of eight basic units performing an interrelated function shown in Figure 1. It is being supplied by a 12v dc source. The voltage regulator receives the impulse from the 12vdc battery and it is being regulated by the LM317, LM7805 voltage regulator. Moreover, the overall is connected to a relay drive. It is then soldered to the (PIC18F2550) Microcontroller which is the brain of the demobilizing system. The communication was set up between the mobile phone (RS232C interface) and the Microcontroller (PIC18F2550), for visual display, the entire circuit was connected to a Liquid Crystal Display.

A display means an optoelectronic device that can show a number, a hexadecimal digit, or any letter or number. The liquid crystal display (LCD) is a thin layer of “liquid crystal material” deposited between two plates of glass. An LCD is modelled as a capacitor, with connection to the common plane and the other side connected to the segment.

The considerations for this system will include a choice of networks, communication protocols and interfaces:

- Communication protocol: The communication protocol used is SMS. The SMS is the most efficient because cellular communication and limited data are required to be sent and received.
- O/I interface between microcontroller and devices: serial I/O is considered as options for connection between the Mobile phone receiver and the microcontroller. Using the microcontroller, a control circuit was implemented to control the electrical appliances.

Firmware Overview

Automobile immobilizer using mobile phone is a type of system being driven by soft code or password which is highly restricted to the owner alone for maximum protection and safety. This code is of 15 characters that can enable the automobile and at the same time disable the engine from its normal operation. The system flowchart is shown in Figure 2. The system is connected in series across the automobile ignition and the car battery as shown in Figure 3.

F bus interface

A simple high level language tool in C was used as the tool for the software used. The sent message from the SIM location is extracted by the software at a regular interval and processes it to control the different appliances connected within the interface as shown in Figure 2. F-bus protocol is adopted to communicate with the mobile phone set [12]. We made use of a phone that has f-bus and m-bus connections that can be used to connect a phone to a PC or in this case a microcontroller. The connection can be used for controlling just about all functions of the phone, as well as uploading new firmware etc. this bus will allow SMS messages to be sent and received.

Figure 1: System block diagram.

The Subscriber Identification Module (SIM) stores the received messages. These are extracted by the microcontroller which will process accordingly in order to carry out the required operations.

The relay circuit is driven by the relay driver that is, buffer uln2003 which is responsible for switching the different appliances connected to the interface. The last message received is indicated on the Liquid Crystal Display (LCD). The operations performed by the microcontroller is also displayed, this in turn make the overall system user-friendly. To determine availability of utility supply, the scaled rectified mains supply is fed to micro-controller, therefore when the user try to call the mobile number integrated into the system, a message is sent by the system to indicate mains status automatically.

If the control unit is powered and operating properly, the process of controlling a system connected to the interface will progress through the following steps:

- A text message is sent in form of a command to the receiver.
- The sent message by the cell phone is received by the mobile phone receiver.
- The sent message is decoded by the Mobile phone and sends the commands to the Microcontroller.

The system flowchart is shown in Figure 3.
We made use of f-bus protocol because its bi-directional serial type bus and it runs at 115,200bps, 8 data bits. The serial cable contains electronics for level conversion and therefore requires power. The serial cable is powered by setting the data terminal ready (DTR) pin and clearing the request to send (RTS) pin.

The DTR pin has to be linked to a +3v to 12v supply and RTS to a -3v to -12v supply. This is achieved by using a max232 or related transceiver for the Rs232 transmitter and receiver pins and subsequently connecting the DTR pin on the serial cable to the v+ pin on the max232. The same process is carried out on the RTS but has to be connected to the v- pin on the max232. The v+ and v- pins are derived from internal charge pumps that double the input voltage, i.e., for a 5v max232, the v+ will produce +10v and the v- will be -10v.

Sample frame sent to the mobile phone (showed as a hex dump)
 byte: 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15
 data: 1e 00 0c d1 00 07 00 01 00 03 00 01 60 00 72 d5

This sample frame is used to get the hardware and software version from a mobile phone. It is a good starting point to test if the implementation of the protocol is working.

Byte 0: all frames sent by cable will start with the character 0x1e first. This is the f-bus frame id. Cable is 0x1e and infrared is 0x1c.

Byte 1: this is the destination address. When sending data, it’s the phone’s device ID byte. In our case it’s always 00 for the phone.

Byte 2: this is the source address. When sending data, it’s the PC’s device ID byte. In our case it’s always 0x0c (terminal).

Byte 3: this is the message type or ‘command’. 0xd1 is get HW and SW version.

Byte 4 and 5: byte 4 and 5 is the message length. In our case it is 7 bytes long. Byte 4 is the MSB and byte 5 is the LSB.

Byte 6: the data segment starts here and goes for 7 bytes in our case. As the phone is a 16 bit phone and therefore requires an even number of bytes. In this work, it is odd and thus the last byte will be a padding byte and the message will end at location 13.

The last byte in the data segment (byte 12 above) is the sequence number. The last 3 bits of these byte increases from 0 to 7 for each frame. This part needs to be sent back to the phone in the acknowledge frame. The checksum is calculated by XORing all the odd bytes and placing the result in the odd checksum location and then XORing the even bytes and then placing the result in the even byte.

The first line is an acknowledge command frame. The destination and source addresses are now swapped. This is because the mobile phone is now connecting. This message is two bytes long with the two bytes representing the message type received (0xd1) and the sequence number (0x00). The last two bytes are the checksum and should be checked to ensure the correctness of the data. After sending the two frames, an acknowledgement will be awaited by the phone. If the acknowledge frame is not sent the phone will repeat sending the data for three times before giving up. The second frame from the phone is the data segment starts here and goes for 7 bytes in our case. As the phone is a 16 bit phone and therefore requires an even number of bytes. In this work, it is odd and thus the last byte will be a padding byte and the message will end at location 13.

The data segment contains the hardware and software version of the mobile phone. This is a 38-byte (0x26) message should show 0x0003 "v" "firmwarev" "firmware date" "model" "(c) NMP" the last byte in the data is the sequence number. As with standard f-bus frames. The last two bytes in the frame are checksum bytes.

The received data without f-bus frame
1e 0c 00 07 00 02 d1 00 cf 71
1e 0c 00 d2 00 26 01 00 00 03 56 20 30
34 2e 34 35 0a 32 31 2d 30 36 2d 30 31
0a 4e 48 4d 2d 35 0a 28 63 29 20 4e 50
50 2e 00 01 41 3f a4

The final line is an acknowledge command frame. The destination and source addresses are now swapped. This is because the mobile phone is now connecting. This message is two bytes long with the two bytes representing the message type received (0xd1) and the sequence number (0x00). The last two bytes are the checksum and should be checked to ensure the correctness of the data. After sending the two frames, an acknowledgement will be awaited by the phone. If the acknowledge frame is not sent the phone will repeat sending the data for three times before giving up. The second frame from the phone is the data requested. The message type is 0x02. This is 'receive get HW and SW version'. This 38-byte (0x26) message should show 0x0003 "v" "firmwarev" "firmware date" "model" "(c) NMP" the last byte in the data is the sequence number. As with standard f-bus frames. The last two bytes in the frame are checksum bytes.

The received data without f-bus frame
01 00 00 03 56 20 30 34 2e 34 35 0a 32
31 2d 30 36 2d 30 31 0a 4e 48 4d 2d 35
Now, the acknowledge frame need to be sent back to the phone.

1e 00 0c 7f 00 02 d2 01 c0 7c 0x7f is the acknowledge frame’s command. We only require sending a two-byte message so length is set to 0x02. The message contains the acknowledged message type (0xd2) and the sequence no. (0x01). The sequence number is made from the last 3 bits of the sequence number in the previous frame. The checksum needs to be calculated and sent.

**Full SMS message frame:** Sample frame sent to the mobile phone (shown as a hex dump) 98 bytes.

| Byte 00 | 01 | 02 | 03 | 04 | 05 | 06 | 07 | 08 | 09 | 10 | 11 | 12 | 13 | 14 | 15 | 16 | 17 | 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 28 | 29 | 30 | 31 | 32 | 33 | 34 | 35 |
|--------|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
| 01 43 00 7a 52 |
| 93 94 95 96 97 |
| 00 c8 34 28 c8 66 bb 40 54 74 7a 0e 6a |

Checksum needs to be calculated and sent.

**Start of message - hi all.**

Data: 00 00 00 00 a7 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 15 00 00 33 0a 81 40 30 87 00 47.

**Sensor Netw Data Commun 5: 141. doi:10.4172/2090-4886.1000141**
Data: 10 02 00 04 10 10 79.

**Receiving SMS message:** The following frame should be sent from the microcontroller to Mobile phone.

Byte: 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35.

Data: 10 0c 00 02 00 59 01 08 00 10 02 10 00 07 91 16 14 91 09 10 f0 00 10 19 38 04 00 03 0b 91 16 04 73 08 70 71.

Byte: 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71.

Data: f4 70 40 32 25 30 30 82 22 74 45 4c 25 30 30 82 22 74 45 4c 74 7a 0e 6a 97 e7 f3 f0 b9 0c ba 87 e7 a0 79 d9.

Byte: 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97.

Data: 4d 07 d1 f2 ff 7d 8c 06 19 5b c2 fa dc 05 1a be df ec 50 08 01 45 00 4a 5c.

Byte 03: message type=0x02 - SMS handing.

Byte 04 and 05: message length=0x0200 - 200 bytes long.

Byte 09: 0x10=SMS message received.

Byte 10: 0x02=memory type=SIM.

Byte 11: 0x10=location where SMS message stored - required to delete SMS message. (TPDU) transfer protocol data unit.

Byte 24: 0x38.

Byte 25: 0x04.

Byte 26: protocol id.

Byte 27: data coding scheme.

Byte 28: message length. 0x33=51 bytes long.

The microcontroller must then acknowledge this frame like normal.

Byte: 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09.

Data: 1e 00 0c 7f 00 02 02 04 10 79.

**Assembling**

After the appropriate preparation of the various sections of the block diagram (Figure 1) the components were mounted on the overboard. The various stages were constructed, assembled together as shown in Figure 4 and tests were conducted to determine the performances of each. The system shares the same battery with the automobile ignition which is 12dc voltage. Also the phone is constantly being supplied by the car battery. After the construction of the work was completed, the entire system section was package well in a rectangular casing made of waterproofed material (Figure 5). The casing is considerably small for easy installation.

**Testing and Security Activation**

The work was tested after construction had been made by connecting it to an automobile in parallel as shown in Figure 3.

**Figure 4:** Assembling of components on Vero board.

**Figure 5:** Picture of the mobile phone controlled immobilizer system.

The security code was then sent from the mobile phone as xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx to demobilize the automobile i.e. disable the vehicle from moving. After a short while, another code was being sent from the same mobile phone as xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx to enable the automobile to start working. The automobile Immobilizer using mobile phone sends SMS to the mobile phone that access and show update about the state of the automobile.

**Conclusion**

Automobile immobilizer using mobile phone is very important in control system engineering. It is highly efficient, reliable and effective because it is designed to offer maximum security to automobiles. Also the system may be improved to give maximum control of home appliances and full household electrical control. It is simple to operate and it maximises time with a constant voltage supply from the automobile. Nevertheless, the best way to reduce automobile theft across the globe is to install an automobile immobilizer using mobile phone in automobiles.

Based on the merit of the system; efficiency, accuracy, easy to install, user friendly and high reliability, and the consequent tests and certification, it is therefore recommended for use in the Automobile Engineering Systems.
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